
EKONOMIK LIFT YES1525 Semi Electric Stacker (1.5 Ton, 2.5 Mt)
izmirdemirlift

  

Driving Type : Manuel

Lifting Type : Electric

Operating Voltage : 220 Voltage- 380 Voltage

Capacity: 1500 kg

Machine Lift Height : 2500 mm
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EKONOMIK LIFT YES1525 Semi Electric Stacker (1.5 Ton, 2.5 Mt)
izmirdemirlift

Closed Height of the Machine : 1800 mm

Open Height of the Machine : 2800 mm

Machine Width : 115 cm

Fork Lenght: 115 cm

Fork Width :140 mm

Forks Far Right / Far Left ( Overall Dimension): 90 cm

Machine Weight : 340 kg

Wheels : Polyamide

Brake : Manuel

The Reels Are Made of Cast Material.

Forks Can Be Manufactured As Fixed or Mobile

 

Semi Electric Stacker (1.5 Ton 2.5 M)

The Semi Electric Stacker (1.5 Ton 2.5 M) is designed to meet the needs of storage and stacking
operations. There are different types of these machines available, and the EKONOMİK LİFT YES 1525
semi electric stacker is one of them. It has a lifting capacity of 1.5 tons and can lift loads up to 2.5
meters.

 

Constructed with a sturdy and reliable steel structure and rolled U-profile columns, this stacker
ensures smooth and efficient lifting of loads. With the EKONOMİK LİFT YES 1525 semi electric
stacker, you can perform vertical lifting and horizontal movements with ease. To lift heavy loads
vertically, the operator simply needs to press the button on the control panel. Its compact design
allows it to be used in tight spaces while delivering the desired results. It also features overload
protection, quiet operation, and other characteristics that meet the expectations of users in terms of
usability.

 

The semi electric stacker operates on a simple working principle and has a low failure rate, ensuring
a long service life. Its compact design enables easy maneuverability, even in tight spaces. It is a
necessary machine for areas where heavy loads are present.
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